BANFF PHOTOGRAPHY
P H O T O

E X P E R I E N C E S

The proposal guide
Thinking about booking a photographer to capture the precious memory of a surprise
proposal? Here in our mini guide you will be able to see the methods to capturing a surprise
proposal as well as choosing the right location and what to expect from our various packages!

The locations

Hillside
Great view spot, away from
crowds. Perfect is you're looking
for a spot more intimate yet with
a great view of the Lake. Only
accessible summer time.

Lakeview
Our most central view of the
Lake. Be advised that the spot is
on the main hiking trail so crowds
are expected . Advise for morning
or evening to avoid crowds.

Dockside
Great angle if you would like to
include the boathouse. However
this is the busiest location as it
usually has the queue for the
Canoes.

Woodside
Our most intimate spot, perfect if
you're looking for a moment just
between the two of you.
Celebratory shots can be done
around the Lake afterwards.

The surprise methods

Method 1

Method 2

With method one you will send our photographer a
picture of you both before hand so they know who to look
out for. Our photographer will meet you at the agreed time
and location (dressed as a tourist) and will kindly ask if we
could take a photo of you both for the hotels social media.
We will make out that we're approaching different couples
and families. Once agreed we will pose you and take a few
test shots. After we have taken those shots it will be your
queue to propose, leaving our photographer in the prime
position to capture the shot.

Tell your partner you've won a free professional
photographer as part of your hotel booking. You will meet
us at our retail shop (located inside the hotel) Our
photographer will act as we've never spoken before the
session and will take you on our usual portrait walk around.
During the session our photographers will take you to the
best locations around the Lake posing you as "normal".
Once we get to the agreed location this will be your queue
to propose leaving our photographer in the prime position
to capture the shot.

